
My Millennium Year: A Personal Record of the Year 2000, Heather Morris, Brown Dog Books, 1999,
0953549917, 9780953549917, . . 

A Moment in Time. The Millennium Celebrated Around the Globe. Five Continents... One Planet.,
Press Association, Ltd, Jan 1, 2000, , 176 pages. A Moment in Time is an innovative, stylish
photographic tour of millennium celebrations and events across five continents, with 300 colour
pictures. Published in partnership ....

Regeneration The Story of the Dome, Adam Nicolson, 1999, Millennium celebrations (Year 2000),
255 pages. .

GMT , , , , . .

Design the world of Minale Tattersfield, Jeremy Myerson, Edward Booth-Clibborn, 1990, Art, 255
pages. .

Future present it just takes one good idea, Nick Skeens, Liz Farrelly, 2000, Art, 203 pages. A
compendium of 80 ground-breaking products by leading designers, inventors, manufacturers and
retailers. They exemplify fantastic, futuristic or radically simple solutions to ....

Superstructure , Mark Power, Jul 1, 2000, Architecture, 208 pages. Mark Power is a photographer
who has had exclusive, unfettered access to all areas of the Greenwich millennium site since 1997,
when it was merely a derelict, polluted building ....

The Millennium Dome , , 1999, Great Britain, 191 pages. Officially endorsed by the New Millennium
Experience Company, The Millennium Dome is the flagship title about the creation of this latter-day
Wonder of the World.

Dome , Richard Rogers, Feb 15, 2000, , 72 pages. A photographic record of the construction of the
Millennium Dome in Greenwich, London, England, including some plans and dimensions..

Very good: A book that does not look new and has been read but is in excellent condition. No
obvious damage to the cover, with the dust jacket (if applicable) included for hard covers. No
missing or damaged pages, no creases or tears, and no underlining/highlighting of text or writing in
the margins. May be very minimal identifying marks on the inside cover. Very minimal wear and tear.
See the sellerâ€™s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. See all condition
definitions- opens in a new window or tab ... Read moreabout the condition

At World of Books Australia we are committed to minimising our environmental impact. Each month
we recycle over 2.3 million books, saving over 12,500 tonnes of books a year from going straight
into landfill sites. All of our paper waste is recycled and turned into corrugated cardboard. We
believe that it is a travesty to simply throw away a used book when there is nothing wrong with it -



we believe in giving each book the chance of finding a new home.

By clicking Confirm bid, you are committing to buy this item from the seller if you are the winning
bidder and have read and agreed to the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab. Import charges previously quoted are subject to change if you increase you
maximum bid amount.
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